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The news today is that victims of the (fake) Hamas attacks last October are suing the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for $1 billion.  Why?  Because it has been admitted by the mainstream press
that 

The evidence provided by Israel alleging that roughly a dozen UNRWA staffers participated in
Hamas’s October 7 terror onslaught is “highly credible,” US Secretary of State Antony
Blinken said Monday, as media outlets published additional details on the implicated
employees, including photos from an Israeli dossier.

Of the 12 UNRWA workers accused of participating in the October 7 massacre, seven were
reportedly teachers, two were educational consultants and others were humanitarian aid
warehouse managers.

That's from the Times of Israel.  We also find hostages reporting they were held in the homes of these
workers.  Trump cut off funding of UNRWA, but Biden reinstated it, giving over $1 billion since he
took office.  

Can you see through this?

Different outlets are spinning this different ways, but no one is stating the obvious.  This reminds us of
Al Jazeera journalists also being involved not only as embedded reporters, but as the hostage takers
themselves.  Now we find out the “Hamas terrorists” weren't just reporters with strong US ties, they
were these “humanitarian aid” people funded by the US directly.   Which means. . . UNRWA is just
another CIA front, and these people are more actors.  

How else can you explain the fact that, upon a closer look, it turns out many or most of these
Palestinian “terrorists” aren't local revolutionaries, they are employees of the US government in some
way?  I have already proved that in previous papers, and we see evidence of it again here.  

You will say, “If so, then why are the victims suing these people?”  Don't you get it? They aren't.  It is
more vaudeville.  The CIA is pretending to sue itself in order to make the event look real. There are no
victims, no hostages, no terrorists, no Hamas, and no UNRWA.  It is just the usual 3-ring CIA circus,
all staged to generate work and profit for the arms manufacturers.  With a trillion-dollar-a-year
“defense” budget, we can't not have constant war.  We need some excuse to send those gigantic $10
billion aircraft carriers somewhere, anywhere, so that they can spend a lot of money and burn a lot of
fuel.  If they have to pretend to fight fake Houthis in rowboats and rubber rafts, well so be it.  If we
have to pretend to fight guys on kites and mopeds with $83 million F35 raptors, well so be it.  Without
these fake wars they would have to drastically downsize the military and with it your taxes, and you
don't want that, do you?      
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